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Student’s Book:

What can mechanisms do?            

Pages 191-3

Time available:

20 minutes

You will learn:

About mechanisms that affect 
force, speed and distance and 
how to sketch and label them.

You will need:

Pencil

Set of mechanical models

‘Changing force, speed 
and distance table’

What to do                                           
Worm and wheel

Turn here and feel how hard it is to stop it moving here.

Changing force, speed and distance

❏	

❏	

❏	

Look at how much it turns here for one complete turn here.

(Remember you won’t always be able to feel a big difference 
because of friction in the system)

Use your observations to fill in the ‘Changing force, speed and 
distance table’ like this:

1 Describe how the output is different from  the input by answering the Yes/No questions

2 Draw a quick lebelled sketch of the mechanism;

 label the input and the output

3 Note down a use for the mechanism.

4 Draw a system block that describes the function of the

 mechanism.

Changing force, speed and distance table
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5 Fill in the ‘Changing force, speed and distance table’ for each of the following mechanisms.

Simple gear train - gearing up

Simple gear train - gearing down

Compound gear train - gearing up

Compound gear train - gearing 
down

Belt drive

Turn here and feel how hard it is to stop it moving here

Look at how far it turns here for one complete turn here.

Turn here and feel how hard it is to stop it moving here.

Turn here and feel how hard it is to stop it moving here.

Look at how far it turns here for one complete turn here.

Turn here and feel how hard it is to stop it moving here.

For one complete turn here look how far it turns here.

Turn here and feel how hard it is to stop it moving here.

For one complete turn here look how far it turns here.

Look at how far it turns here for one complete turn here.
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Pulley

Sprocket and chain drive

Two-pulley hoist

Four-pulley hoist

Pull here and feel how much harder it pulls here.

Turn here and feel how hard it is to stop it moving here.

Look at how far a short pull here makes it move here.

Pull here and feel how much harder it pulls here.

Look at how far it turns here for one complete turn here.

Push together here and feel how big the force is here.

Look at how far a short pull here makes it move here.

When the handles are pushed together here look how far it moves here.

Lazy-tongs

Look at how far a short pull here makes it move here.

Pull here and feel how much harder it pulls here.
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Changing force, speed and distance table




